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ABSTRACT: Sensor Network is real time network with specification of environment specific critical nodes. To provide the 

regular monitoring and uninterrupted battery backup, it is required to track the nodes continuously. In mobile sensor 

network, such kind of target node tracking is more critical. In this present work, multi-featured and fuzzy trained method is 

defined for target tracking. At the earlier phase, zone featured predictive measure is defined to track the nodes more 

accurately. Later on, energy, fault and coverage based analysis is defined to generate the coverset. The proposed model is 

implied in dynamic random sensor network. The simulation results show that the proposed method has improved the network 

life and reduced the coverage fault.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A sensor network is the adhoc network defined without specification of any specialized controller or infrastructure. These 

kinds of networks are basically defined to provide high level cooperative communication between the pair of sensor nodes which 

can be available at different geometric locations. This heavy communication is drawn in real time with specification of real 

scenario or the application. This real time connectivity also increases the network criticality. Because of this these networks are 

suffers from heavy communication load. The dedicated network requires the direct transition between the network elements or 

the nodes so that the fast and safe communication will be obtained from the work. To provide high communication, the network 

requires the high bandwidth. The short distance communication is also the basic requirement of this network form. In biometric 
application, environment data processing, video communications are the common application areas of such networks. This 

network form also provides the internal communication observation with cooperative node identification and the control. The 

communication support is here provided at multiple mode as well as for single mode. The parameter driven analysis with 

cooperative connectivity is applied and observed. The communication distance, communication media and technology are the 

other parameter which can control the communication so that the effective communication will be drawn. 

The aim of this paper is to purpose a more intelligent method to improve the reliability of target monitoring considering 

parameters such as energy, fault and load ratio trained under fuzzy logic and scheduling sensors activity for target coverage 

problem. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2, describes different types of coverage. Section 3, we describe 

the literature survey. In Section 4, describes the proposed work. In Section 5, we present experiment analysis for performance 

evaluation. Section 6, finally, describes the conclusions and future work  
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II. COVERAGE 

Coverage [4][5][6] is one the most required and effective phenomenon associated with the sensor network. It is considered as 

one of the critical research issue which is required in real time sensor network to improve the network QoS (Quality of Service). 

This problem is basically focused on the effective utilization of network resources in different forms and specification to the 

application and process. The coverage is process associated to the network architecture, localization and the deployment in 

collective form. The coverage performance and the deployment measures are required to apply for effective monitoring under 
various parameters and constraints.  

The performance measures are required to implement to achieve effective feature map based on application characterization. 

 

Figure 1 : Sensing Behavior 

The main criteria of these coverage algorithms are based on the sensing range which is considered as the limitation of sensor 

network. It considers the same critical constraint as key constraint and optimizes the network under different aspects and 

methods. Here figure 1 is showing the sensing behavior of nodes with specification of direction of sensing. The direction can be 

redundant or not, depending on the network type.  

After identifying the degree, the coverage degree is identified to observe the number of possible communication supported by 

the node. The coverage requirement, fault and the tolerance driven constraints are also defined with specification of application 

and environment. The objective of coverage is to improve the network life time and reduce the power consumption of these 

active and critical sensors. According to the requirement and the behavior, coverage problem is divided in two sub domain. 

A. Area Coverage 

The area converge is method defined basically to cover the available geometric network region by using the available sensor 

nodes. The point specific monitoring can be applied to cover the maximum network region. The localization specific distributed 

mechanism is here defined to provide the effective network coverage. To achieve the area coverage, effective static or dynamic 

node deployment is required. There is the requirement to provide the regular node monitoring and backup provider to achieve the 

long time observation to the network. The area coverage is here shown in figure 2 

 

Figure 2 : Area Coverage 

The effective area coverage solution is able to provide the generation of effective network cover so that the optimized 

communication will be formed in the network. The observations on orphan nodes, multihop nodes, effective cooperative nodes 

are also required to reduce the communication drop. 

 

B. Target Coverage 

Another form of coverage problem is target coverage problem is about to provide the special attention and monitoring to the 
critical nodes and improve the life time of these selected nodes. In this problem, the nodes are categorized as the target nodes and 

sensor nodes. These nodes are the special nodes which required the high attention and the regular activation because of which 

some other sensor nodes are applied over them for regular observation. These sensor not only observe the target node behavior 
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and characteristics but also provides the regular backup in terms of battery power, data requirement etc. In a sensor network, 

there is the challenge to identify the nodes that can provide the regular backup to the target nodes. The basic criteria of coverage 

election are based on the sensing range. But the regular monitoring of a node by same sensor node, can decrease the life of that 

sensor node. Because of this, there is the requirement of some ordering method to switch between multiple sensors and provide a 

session specific monitoring or coverage. 

 

Figure 3 : Target Coverage[11] 

Now the election of such nodes is based on the energy and distance optimization measures. Some other parameters are also 

used by other researchers to identify the coverage node. The set of sensor nodes that can monitor all the targets are collectively 

called coverset. The primary requirement of target coverage algorithm to identify the possible cover sets in a network. Here the 

figure is showing the target coverage problem with 5 sensors and 6 target nodes. The figure is showing each of the target node 

with relative covered sensor node. Once the target covers are generated, the next work is to set the activation sequence. This 

process of sequence setup is called scheduling method. To optimize the target coverage and the network communication, there is 

the requirement to improve coverset formation process and the relative scheduling algorithm. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Different researchers have improved the coverage algorithms by applying the network configuration, node placement or the 

optimization algorithms. Some of the work of earlier researchers for coverage optimization is described in this chapter. 

Karegaonkar et. al.(2015) has provided a study work on different approaches and methods to improve the network connectivity 

and the coverage. Author identified the feature vectors that affects network coverage as well as identified the various challenges 

faced by the researchers in coverage optimization. The improvement of different authors is achieved in terms of minimum 

distance connectivity while working on mobile sensor network. Author also defined a comparative observation on different 

algorithms respective to the objective, outcome and limitation of the approach[1].  

Huang et. al.(2011) has provided a work on target coverage using multiple sensors and multiple targets based approach. The 

heuristic algorithm was integrated to improve the life of network. The target observed analysis was provided to achieve the 

maximum possibibility of target coverage. Author improved the greedy algorithm by applying the constraint satisfaction for 

parametric analysis[2]. Babacar et. al.(2014) has provided a work on target coverage to improve the network life time and 

provided the maximum network utilization. Author provided the distance driven analysis on network coverage and provided the 
life time maximization to achieve the probabilistic analysis with distance parameter specification. Author defined an 

improvement to the classical weighted algorithm to achieve the implication of disjoint and non-disjoint set covers. Author 

provided the evaluation to improve the coverage management and extend the network life time. A probabilistic profit analysis 

function is also implied to improve the network life and achieved the performance enhancement[3].  

Meng Jin et. al.(2011) has defined an incomplete coverage control algorithm for mobile constraint target tracking. The work 

is applied on pre-deployed sensors by analyzing the energy within the relative trajectory. The predictive algorithm is here 

defined to improve the connectivity and network life time. Author generated the predicted cells based feature set to generate the 

mobility model and provided the cell consist tracking of mobile nodes. A coverage ratio based optimized algorithm was defined 

to improve the rate of coverage. The network lifetime was also improved by the algorithm[7]. Ren et. al.(2014) defined a work 

on event detection and optimization in real time environment to provide solution against sensing cover problem. The method 

includes the energy harvesting deployment of network under quality observation and duty cycle analysis. The sensing coverage 
based quality optimization is here provided to improve the algorithm in centralized and distributed environment. The accurate 

network monitoring for period specification is defined to predict the energy harvesting. The adaptive framework is defined to 

achieve the energy prediction based fluctuation os that the effective target monitoring will be obtained 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

In this work, a more intelligent method is presented to improve the reliability of target monitoring. The work model has 

provided the improvement in three stages of the process. At the early stage, a block segment based distance analysis method will 

be defined to generate the coverset. The energy, fault and load ratio will be considered as the vector for generating the coversets. 

These parameters will be trained under fuzzy logic to provide more reliable results. After generating the effective number of 

disjoint coversets, the reliable scheduling will be defined for activation of these coversets. A parameter analysis based greedy 
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method will be applied for scheduling the coversets. Finally, the communication and mentoring will be done based on which the 

network analysis will be applied. The work will be defined to improve the network life and communication.  

V. Research Methodology 

The presented work is about to define an solution for target coverage problem under fuzzy integrated parameterized 

approach. Here multiple constraints will be defined to perform target coverage under fuzzy logic. The constraints covered in this 

work include sensing range, load, fault, energy evaporation factor etc. After generating the coversets, the greedy method will be 
applied for scheduling the activation of these coversets. 

 

Figure 4 : Proposed Algorithm 

Here figure 4 is showing the basic process defined in this research to optimize the target coverage problem.  This problem is here 

divided in three main phases. The algorithmic process formulation for zone based coverage mapping is shown here in table 1 

Table 1 : Target Tracking Algorithm 

TargetTracking(node1, node2 ,SensingRange, 

ZoneSize, AdpSw) 

/*node1 and node2 sensor nodes with energy and 

the positional specification, sensing range is the 

maximum range of a node to apply the cover, Zone 

size is the network zone division, AdpSw is the 

adaptive expective node switching to cover the 

uncertainity vector*/ 

{ 

1. [x1 y1]=GetPosition(node1) 

 [x2 y2]=GetPosition(node2) 

 [Get the absolute node position of both 

nodes] 

2. [zone1]=GetZone(x1,y1,ZoneSize) 

 [zone2]=GetZone(x2,y2,ZoneSize) 

 [Get the zone based on the size specific ratio 

Define the constraints and collect constraint values for all 

nodes

Apply fuzzification

Identify the location of nodes under fuzzy rules

Perform Target Coverage under constraint analysis

Analyze the network under different parameters

Design a network with N nodes

Divide the network in M segments
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analysis] 

3. [pxmin1 pymin1 pxmax1 

pymax1]=GetPeaks(zone1,AdpSw,x1,y1) 

 [pxmin2 pymin2 pxmax2 

pymax2]=GetPeaks(zone2,AdpSw,x2,y2) 

 [Get the peak position of node within zone 

under the positional switching aspect] 

4. dist1=GetDist(pxmin1, 

pymin1,pxmax2,pxmax2) 

 dist2=GetDist(pxmin2, 

pymin2,pxmax1,pxmax1) 

 [Get the distance observation between the 

peak points] 

5. if (dist1<=SensingRange Or 

dist2<=SensingRange) 

 [Check the node is in coverage region 

 { 

6. Return 1; 

 [Return the coverage estimation vector] 

 } 

 Else 

 { 

7. return 0; 

 [Node is not in coverage under uncertainty] 

 } 

A. Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy logic is the conditional rule based model applied on specific attributes and stages to provide the effective results. This 

model is applied on different stages and processes based on the application specification.  In this work, the network modeling 

and the cooperative node analysis is applied using fuzzy operators. The fuzzy operators are here applied on different parameters 

including the distance analysis, energy analysis and the fault level analysis. The fault node identification is also done here using 

fuzzy operator. There are three steps that are to be used to create a fuzzy model: 

 Fuzzification (using membership functions to graphically describe a situation) 

 Rule evaluation (application of fuzzy rules) 

 Defuzzification (obtaining the crisp or actual results) 

In this work, the members of target covers are elected using fuzzy logic. All the parameters including sensing range, load, 

energy and failure probability are mapped under fuzzy logic. 

VI. RESULTS 

The presented work is defined to improve the target coverage for real time sensor network with specification of fix number of 

target nodes and sensor nodes. The work is here defined for sensor network with specification of sensing nodes. The nodes are 

defined randomly without specification of any fixed infrastructure. The node position and the energy level of each node is 

defined randomly. The network construction and the communication parameters are defined here in table 2. 
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Table 2 : Network Scenario 

Parameters Values 

Number of Sensor Nodes 50 

Number of Target Nodes 3 

Network Area 300x300 Mtr 

Sensing Range 50 Mtr 

Initial Energy Random 

Topology Random 

Zone Size 30 Mtr 

The existing approach is here defined to generate the coverset using energy and coverage range based approach. The 

proposed approach where combined the failure probability and load as the inclusive parameters. These parameters are observed 

under fuzzy approach with each communication round. The coverset activation is also done using fuzzy based parametric 

analysis. The sub-section is here presenting the comparative results obtained from the work.  

 

Figure 5 : Alive Node Analysis (Existing Vs. Proposed) 

Here figure 5 is showing the comparative analysis of this alive nodes for both the existing and proposed approach for target 

coverage. Here x axis is showing the number of communication rounds and y axis is showing the number of alive nodes in the 

network. The network survived in existing approach upto 200 rounds but in proposed approach, the network resided for 1000 

rounds.  

 

Figure 6 : Dead Node Analysis (Existing Vs. Proposed) 

Here figure 6 is showing the comparative analysis of these dead nodes for both the existing and proposed approach for target 

coverage. Here x axis is showing the number of communication rounds and y axis is showing the number of dead nodes in the 

network. The network survived in existing approach upto 200 rounds but in proposed approach, the network resided for 1000 

rounds. 
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Figure 7 : Failure Probability Analysis (Existing Vs. Proposed) 

Here figure 7 is showing the comparative failure probability analysis for existing and proposed approach. Here figure is 

showing the analysis against the communication rounds. Here x axis is showing the communication rounds and y axis is showing 

the failure probability. It figure shows that the failure probability in existing approach was higher.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this present work, an adaptive dynamic fuzzy integrated zone specific method is defined for node tracking in mobile sensor 

network. The fault and energy adaptive analysis generated the effective coverage to the mobile targets. The simulation results 

show that the method has improved the network life and fault in target tracking is also reduced. In future the work can be 

improved by integrating some optimization algorithm. More work can be done to reduce the target tracking fault.  
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